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Abstract: The TOR Browser is a web browser that anonymizes traffic on the web with the help of Tor network by easily 

hiding the identity in online platform. It uses onion routing protocol to make use of internet in possible private mode with 
multiple levels of encryption. These features are being misused for committing many illegal activities such as black market 
and cyber terrorism. TOR browser takes out all the browsing data and other traces from the network thereby making 
investigators job a difficult one. This research paper eyes on extracting and analyzing any possible artifacts generated by the 
TOR browser on local system files and memory dump. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Internet can be categorized as Surface web, Dark web and Deep web. Surface web or World Wide Web 

comprises only 4% of the Internet. Deep web holds about 90% of Internet contents. Deep Web represents part of 

web that has not yet been indexed by common search engines. Remaining 6% is hosted on dark web. Dark Web 

accommodates a set of publicly accessible content that are hosted on websites whose IP address is hidden but to 
which anyone can access it as long as it knows the address. The contents in Dark Web are encrypted which 

makes them more to be associated with drug trafficking, cyber terrorism, blackmailing etc. Figure 1 shows 

different layers of dark web. 

 

 
Figure 1. Different layers of dark web 

 

Accessibility to dark web is possible only through sophisticated web browsers like TOR, I2P/ISP, Tails, 

Whonix, Subgraph etc. Tor Browser, as shown in Figure 2, is nothing but an extended version of Mozilla Firefox 

intended for anonymous and secure connection to the Internet more specifically to the dark web. TOR stands for 

The Onion Routing which is freely available and can be used in Windows, Linux and Mac platforms. 
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Figure 2. Tor Browser 

 

Tor is an open source privacy network that allows anonymous usage of internet. Tor protects user’s identity 

and secure network by encryption. Users that engage in digital marketplaces, digital payments, and community 
forums are demanding more anonymity in the way their online communications and transactions are shared. Data 

anonymization platforms are meeting these demands in the forms of dark wallets and underground networks. Tor 

is one of such underground networks that was implemented for the purpose of protecting users’ identities. 

 

But this advantage of Tor is often abused to commit illegal activities such as drug trafficking, gambling, sale 

of arms and violent activities etc. 

 

2. The Onion Routing 

 

The Tor browser is an implementation of Onion routing in Firefox browser which encrypts the data and is run 

by some volunteer nodes. Tor browser supports the onion sites. The components of Onion Routing include: 
 

 Initiator: The sending application. 

 Responder: The receiving application. 

 Destination: The receiving end. 

 Directory node: A node storing the information of other nodes in OR. 

 Entry node: The first node in a chain. 

 Exit node: Last node in a chain. 

 Relay node: Intermediate node between entry and exit node. 

 

The working of Tor consists of four stages: 

 
i. Network establishment: The network topology is defined and connections between neighboring nodes 

are established continuously. 

ii. Connection establishment: The directory sends the list of other nodes to be added in the chain or circuit. 

The initiator responds with the selected nodes. In this stage, the connection between the selected nodes 

will be created and key exchange will also happen here. 

iii. Data exchange: Actual data is exchanged between the initiator and responder. 

iv. Connection crack: After all the data exchange, the connection will be lost. 
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Fig. 3. Working of Tor 

 

3. Related Works 

 

David Goldschlag et al. [1] discussed about onion routing, their network architecture and its basic functions. 

Roger Dingledine et al. [2] described about Tor browser, its working, advantages, design goals and how it 

withstands different attacks. Ohana et al. [5] proposed a new methodology for analyzing private and portable 

web browsing artifacts. Said et al. [6] investigated the effectiveness of the privacy mode feature in three widely 

used Web browsers, and outlines how to investigate when these browsers have been used to perform a criminal 

or illegal act. H. Chivers [7] discussed how browsing artifacts are stored in Windows file system and analyzed 

what all artifacts can be recovered from browsers. Ghafarian[8] explained about analysing privacy of private 
browsing mode through memory forensics. 

 

K. Satvat et al. [9] evaluates security of private browsing across major browsers and from multiple angles and 

some of the attacks have been experimentally verified with countermeasures proposed. Filleau et al.[10] 

discusses on artifacts left behind due to private browsing mode. J. Oh et al. [11] experienced on advanced 

evidence collection and analysis of web browser activity in multiple aspects. Ming-jung et al.[12] analyses the 

tor browser artifacts and recovered the browsing histories from the memory dump. Kim et al.[13] focused on 

sgx-tor, which is a secure and practical tor anonymity network with sgx enclaves. 

 

Ling et al.[14] conducted discovery, blocking, and traceback of malicious traffic over Tor. Matt mulr[15] 

used some experiments to analyze what all artifacts can be obtained and provides results for evidence trails 

which can be used within real-life investigations. Natalija et al. [16] discussed on anonymity of tor users 
demystified. Muhammad et al.[17] proposed an active attack scenario of Tor browser using some unpopular 

ports and described a technique that allows to increase the scalability of this type of attacks. Mattia epifani Sans 

eu[18] discusses about the artifacts of Tor browser and its location in windows OS. 

 

From the literature surveys conducted, the perspective of Tor browser in the eyes of an investigator is that it 

clears all its browsing artifacts. This research paper proposes a system by which Tor browser artifacts can be 

collected effectively which can be further used for investigation. 

 

4. Problem Statement 

 

Tor browser possesses default security features which turn out investigation to be a laborious task. The prime 
issue confronted by investigators is to trace out evidences from Tor Browser as it clears all browsing data 

including cache and cookies. This research paper attempts to explore more about Tor browser, analyze system 

files and memory dump to dig out evidentiary data generated because of Tor browsing activities. Forensics 

analysis of Tor was initiated with the memory dump. Tools used for this purpose are 

 

1. Dumpit : For taking the memory dump 

2. Volatility : Analyzing the dump 

3. Win-LiFT : Memory dump analysis 

4. HxD : Hex viewer 
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5. Analysis of Tor Artifacts 

 

Extraction of Tor browser related artifacts were channeled on memory dump and system local files like 

prefetch and browser locations. 

 

Memory Dump Acquisition 

 

Figure 4 shows the memory dump acquisition using the DumpIt tool. The raw memory dump is generated in 

the current directory itself. 

 

 
Figure 4. Dumpit 

 

Figure 5 shows the GUI version of volatility to load the memory dump. 

 

 
Figure 5. Volatility GUI 

 

Figure 6 shows the GUI of Win-LiFT memory dump analyzer. 
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Figure 6. Win-LiFT GUI 

 

Memory Dump Analysis 

 

Process List 

 

Figure 7 shows the process list extracted from the memory dump using volatility which shows tor.exe has run 

whose process id is 5627 and parent process id 5744. 

 

 
Figure 7. pslist output 

 

Registry Hives 

 

Figure 8 shows the registry hives been extracted from the memory dump using volatility specifying to the 

process id 5672 which is tor.exe. 
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Figure 8. Registry hives 

 

Threads 
 

Figure 9 shows the number of threads run by tor.exe. Totally two threads were extracted by volatility using 

the command “D:\VolatilityWorkbench\volatility.exe”–plugins=”D:\VolatilityWorkbench\profiles” pslist 

filename =”C:\Users\username\Desktop\tor.raw” –profile=Win10x64 17763 –kdbg=0xf807606ac5e0 

 

 
Figure 9. Threads 

 

Handles 

 
Figure 10 shows the resources used by the process 5672(tor.exe). This handle list is extracted by the volatility 

(GUI) from the memory dump. 
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Figure 10. Handles 

 

Dlls and Prefetch Files 
 

Dynamic Link Library (dll) contains a library of functions that can be accessed by a windows application. 

When a program is launched, links to the necessary .dll files are created. If a static link is created, the .dll files 

will be in use as long as the program is active. If a dynamic link is created, the .dll files will only be used when 

needed. These dlls can be found from prefetch file. Figure 11 shows the prefetch files of Tor. 

 

 
Figure 11. Prefetch Files 

 

Location of prefetch file is C:\Windows\Prefetch. The tool named winprefetchview is used to view the 

prefetch files. Figure 12 shows the dlls extracted from the Tor’s prefetch file. 
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Figure 12. List of Dlls 

 

Places.sqlite Files 

 

These are Firefox files holding record of visited websites, bookmarks, keywords etc. Being an extended 

version of Firefox, Tor has this file in the profile folder 

C:\Users\USERNAME\Desktop\TorBrowser\Data\Browser\profile.default. The tool SQLite viewer has been 

used to recover bookmarks and frequently visited sites even after uninstalling the application. Figure 13shows 
the screen shot of places.sqlite files viewed in SQLite viewer. 

 

 
Figure 13. places.sqlite viewed in SQLite viewer 
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Visited Websites 

 

The Dump file’s Hex view is viewed using HxD. Using keyword search (Tor or .onion) visited websites can 

be viewed. Figure 14 and Figure 15 shows the keyword search and its output respectively. 

 

 
Figure 14. Keyword Search 

 

 
Figure 15. Output for keyword search 

 

The result points out the visited .onion websites and searches which contain the keyword .onion. 

 

6. Conclusion and Future Scope 

 

Tor browser maintains anonymity in internet, keep privacy and protect data with double layer encryption. As 

the security features of Tor browser increases, it becomes more fragile for committing illegal activities. Hence 
analysis of Tor artifacts from memory dump and system local files are expected to play a crucial role in the 

investigation point of view. Future work eyes on extending the analysis of Tor evidences from network packets 

captured. 
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